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- Base information taken from Sandra Bonacina The T-BOW is a invention of Sandra Bonacina, physical therapist and teacher of physical
education and sports in Switzerland, who has developed the T-Bow during more than 10 years
with the contribution of Víctor Denoth, expert in mountain sports and professor of physical
education and sports; both university professors in the Institute of Movement and Sports
Sciences at the University of Zurich. The T-Bow has been finalist of the ISPO BrandNew Award
2006 (The world’s leader contest on new sport goods) and it is being established like a fitness
revolution in many European countries.
The T-Bow is a multifunctional bow for training and movement therapy that offers excellent
options to create training sessions that integrate conditional capacities such as endurance,
strength, flexibility and relaxation; along with coordination capacities, especially in balance
conditions (Bonacina, 2005).
The most special proposals of exercises with the T-Bow are based on the development of
integrated and multi-plan movements that imply joint acceleration, stabilization and
deceleration, with the intention to improve the ability of movement, the strength of the core zone
and the neuromuscular efficiency, among others. This development is justified also by its
possible greater application to the natural and daily activities.
The fields of application of the T-BOW are diverse: Fitness - Wellness, Rehabilitation Movement Re-adaptation, Movement Education - Sports Initiation, Sports Training and
Recreation - Fun.

T-BOW IN FITNESS – WELLNESS
Group Fitness Sessions
With the T-BOW, many types of group fitness practices can be performed, with multiple designs
in the structure of the lesson. A typical integral workout program with the T-Bow could be
developed as follows: 1) warm up, 2) “cardiovascular” endurance and balance training, 3)
strength training, 4) postural stabilisation, and 5) cool down and stretch out.
The start session, the most special and differential one that is proposed by Sandra Bonacina
with the T-Bow is the called "T-Bow Workout Program" or T-Bow Integral Training Session. Its
objective is to obtain a general improvement of the fitness level integrating the training of
conditional and coordination capacities, to a stable strengthening of the back and the
stabilization of the joints. They are training sessions with music and amusingly structured. The
choreography are explicitly designed with very simple sequences so that they can easily be
performed by everyone. Because of it, this type of session integrates so much female as male
public, as well as to individuals of different ages and fitness levels. Sandra Bonacina, T-Bow
International Master Instructor, creates each year two Workout Programs or Integral Training
Sessions with the T-Bow.
Training Station in the Sports or Fitness Center
The excellent anatomical adaptation of the T-Bow to the natural curvature of each back and the
possibility of a greater amplitude of mobilization in comparison to a flat surface, become a
complement very adequate for the selective strengthening of different muscular groups of the
trunk. Likewise, as an individual training station, its balance possibilities are used for the global
posture equilibrium and the strengthening and stabilization of the joints. When the T-Bow is
combined with the T-Bands (Set of Elastic Bands T-Bow) and other traditional materials as
dumbbells, bars and weight balls, an extraordinary multifunctional training station is obtained.
In the bibliographical review carried out by Behm and Anderson (2005), and in other prior
works, the importance of the functional training is emphasized like a resource for a specific
neuromuscular improvement, as well as for its orientation and application to different situations
of sport and daily activities.
Fitness Training - Individual or in Small Groups
Personal trainers and their clients are fascinated by this training apparatus so multifunctional
and practical. With the T-BOW can be effectively trained multiple motor capacities (strength,
endurance, flexibility, relaxation and coordination) in a very reduced space and also in interior
rooms, when the weather does not permit to exercise outside. The T-Bands or Set of Elastic
Bands T-Bow multiply the alternatives of training and, by means of the selection from 1 to 3
bands by each side of the T-Bow, also permit a very personnel dosage of the increment of
strength.
Fitness at Home
Just as has been indicated, the T-BOW allows to train all the motor capacities in a very reduced
space. Programs will be offered for fitness at home which are designed according to the current
scientific knowledge and fitness and physiotherapy experiences; though it will be indispensable
the supervision of a human movement expert in order to personalize the training. This type of
programs aim to maintain a healthy body. The daily reserves of fitness increases; the fitness
capacity improves and a resistance against the unilateral solicitations of the daily life and the
overloads due to be seated too much time is created. We should try to compensate and to
balance the excessively forced postures that are caused in many cases by the great amount of
time adopting positions that cause muscular and joint imbalances.
One must let to be advised for good experts, to begin taking care of oneself and to have fun
training with the T-Bow.

Health and Wellness Centers
The multifunctional uses of the T-Bow and its effective utilization in reduced spaces enable an
infinity of application alternatives in health and wellness centers as an ideal complement to
develop a movement activity oriented toward health and welfare. In this field are of special
interest the differential works that offers the T-Bow for postural equilibrium, strengthening of the
back and static-dynamic relaxation.
Physical Activity in Elderly
The strength to control the position and the security in balance situations are important criteria
of health in the adult-hood and specially in elderly, and can be promoted by means of amusing
and optimum forms with the T-BOW. Practical investigations of training with varied and
unstable platforms in elderly people show very significant improvements to level of the
neuromuscular reflex system, a very determinant factor for the posture and balance control
(Angulo and Koceja, 1994).
Besides the maintenance of a general physical fitness and an stable muscular-articular
strengthening, it is very important that elderly people maintain and improve their coordination
capacities. The T-Bow is extraordinarily useful to improve the balance-rebalance situations by
means of all its alternatives of supports and rockings- swingings. With these types of training,
the control of the actions of the daily life will improve and the risk of falls will be reduced.

T-BOW IN REHABILITATION – MOVEMENT RE-ADAPTATION
The T-Bow is being very used in physiotherapy centers, back schools, sports rehabilitation
centers and other centers dedicated to movement physiotherapy.
The application of unstable surfaces (as the T-Bow in its rocking position) is being extensively
studied, reporting some greater activations and improvements in the neuromuscular aptitude
when are applied so much on the traditional training exercises of the core zone (Lehman, Hoda
and Oliver, 2005) as when they are applied as a support base for the execution of exercises on
the extremities (Anderson and Behm, 2005).
With the T-BOW the back problems can be submitted to complementary therapy. The
characteristics of the T-BOW permit to design very beneficial exercises to solve problems to
level of spine and joints (especially to foot, ankle and knees level). The T-BOW allows to apply
selective segmental loads in the back. The strength exercises on the T-BOW facilitate that the
muscles of the trunk work in all their amplitude of action. Especially differential and effective is
the rocking with the T-Bow to improve the stability and posture equilibrium. The T-BOW permits
to support all the lumbar spine in the natural position of back, the waist in lateral position and
the frontal zone of the trunk in abdominal position. The mobilization and the strengthening on
the T-BOW also complements the chiropractic handlings and the physiotherapeutic
mobilizations in an optimum form.
On the other hand, the variant of placement of the T-Bands to both sides of the T-Bow, aside
from permitting an individual work without external aids, enable a great variety of rehabilitation
exercises for special muscular strengthening, mainly in the feet, ankles, forearms and hands.

T-BOW IN MOVEMENT EDUCATION - SPORTS INITIATION
A group of differentially significant skills can be created with the T-Bow in the field of the
movement education and sports initiation:
- Rockings and Swingings using different combinations of supports of the extremities and body
parts, in different postural positions.
- Dynamic and static balances and mini-displacements using supports of the extremities and
body parts on convex and concave surfaces, adopting multiple positions.
- Combination of balance situations with skills of special dynamic coordination as passes and
catches, throws, shots, bounces and dribbling, drivings and handlings,... of mobile objects, etc.
- Combination of balances and mini-displacements in convex and concave surface with skills of
special dynamic coordination as passes and catches, throws, shots, bounces and dribbling,
drivings and handlings,... of mobile objects, etc.
If to these groups of skills are added the optimization of the space, time and rhythm, the
richness of differential situations that the T-Bow can contribute to these fields of the human
movement is multiply extraordinarily.

T-BOW IN SPORTS TRAINING
The T-BOW is a training tool very easy to use and portable that can be carried to all places. Its
applicability and multifunctional options in the field of sports training is infinite.
Exercises that in the past we did in a stable base, now they are possible to be executed in a
unbalanced apparatus. The coach can use the T-Bow as a complement for the specific training
to train multiple basic capacities as a support of performance in amusing and different ways. In
addition, with reference to individual adjuvant training the T-Bow offers many alternatives based
on physical therapy practices that can be applied as a personal work for athletes within his/her
training programs for injury prevention or movement rehabilitation.

T-BOW IN RECREATION - FUN
Children are delighted and fascinated with the rocking and swinging movements performed with
the T-BOW. Their creativity will offer them infinity of possibilities to play and have fun. The
playing centers and parks can find in the T-Bow another very attractive and interesting option
for children entertainment.
In adults, the balance alternatives of the T-Bow and the welfare sensations that these situations
produce, also contribute to participants an extra element of fun and motivation.
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